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By 'phomas E. Stenton 
U s  Angeles  Division 
North American Rockmll Corporation 
Theoretical  frequency  dependent  system  response  functions  and  parer 
spectra are presented  for  the  response of certain  parameters to atmospheric 
turbulence  encounter  by  the XB-70 airplane.  Calculations are nm3e for 8 
different  flight  conditions,  with M~ch numbers  ranging  from 0.4 to 3.0 and 
altitudes  ranging  from  sea  level  to 70,000 feet. 
Unsteady  lifting surf'ace theory was used to predict  the  generalized 
forces on the wing due to motion  and  gust.  Quasi-steady  theory was used to 
predict  the  contributions f r o m  the  canard  and  forebody.  The  responses are 
assumed to be d l  perturbations from the t r h  condition. 
Comparisons of responses  are  made  with  experimental  results  obtained 
from  one  flight  condition  and  with  theoretical  results  obtained  by  another 
method. 
INTRODUCTION 
The  introduction of modern  high  speed  flexible  aircraf't has focused 
increasing  attention on the  problem  of  accurate  determination  of  theoretical 
frequency  dependent  system  response  functions  and  parer  spectra.  Attention 
has been  directed  Part;icularly toward the  use  of  these  functions  in  the  pre- 
diction of loads spectra  by  the  method of generalized  harmonic  analysis, 
reference 1. Wre recently, a nunber  of  studies have been  performed on 
systems  that extend the stability  augmentation  devlces  into  the  later  fre- 
quency  structural  dynamic modes, references 2, 3, 4. These  studies have 
shown that  it is possible to selectively gain stabilize  by  shifting  the mode 
frequencies  and to phase  stabilize  by  increasing  the damping, and to avoid 
or filter  out control signals  from  the  several modes, significant to the 
aircnSt* s dynamics.  Such systems are desirable f ' ro~~ the standpint of 
increasing  passenger  and  crew  comfort,  and  for  the  purpose of increasing  the 
feasibility of high speed  flight  at low altitudes  where  severe  turbulence 
may be encountered. 
Although the mathematical representation of a theoretical system response 
function is well-known and straightforward, Its actual accurate determination 
i s  exbremely coql icated because of the very accurate and detailed knowledge 
that is required about the airplane’s characteristics. Precise knowledge is  
required of the airplane’s weight distribution, its f lexibi l i ty ,  and the aero- 
dynamic forcing and damping f’unctions. 
The present work was perf‘omd using the XB-70 airplane as the subject 
vehicle. The purpose of the work was t o  perporm the calculation of theoret- 
i ca l  system response f’mctions and power spectra  for (1) acceleration at two 
designated f’uselage stations  for comparison with existing flight test measure- 
ments, reference 5, (2) acceleration at the pilot   station  for comparison with 
existing  theoretical data from an alternate method, reference 2, and (3) pre- 
diction of various airplane responses for representative flight conditions. 
The gust field was assumed t o  be constant sparrwise and t o  have a velocity, 
normal t o  the wing, that varied sinusoidally in the direction of flight. 
Seven longitudinal modes of motion were assumed, these were: plunge, pitch, 
and five normal modes of f lexibi l i ty .  Free-free nonnal modes and frequencies 
were computed using methods described by references 6 ,  7, and 8. The unsteady 
generalized  forces were computed for  the subsonic regime using a computer 
program based on the method of reference 9. For the slrpersonic regime, the 
program of reference 10 was used. The dynamic equations of motion are  formed 
in  the m e  manner as the f lu t t e r  equation with the addition of a gust forcing 
flmction. 
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deflection of i t h  mode at point (x,y), feet, positive down 
acceleration, Y/g,  g units,  positive up 
dynamic response matrix 
mean aerodynamic chord, feet 
generalized  force in i t h  mode due to impingement of a unit 
sinusoidal gust 
freqpency, cycles per second 
Fi/( 2p X lo6) 
acceleration of gravity 
system response f’uuction 
imaginary part of a complex number or  function 
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t 
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IUI 
V 
W 
X 
Y .. 
Z 
Y 
e 
P 
modal subscripts 
counter  described by equation 3 
reduced frequency, G/w 
scale of turbulence, feet 
parameter described by equation 3 
generalized mss, UTW 
point mss 
generalized  force i n  mode i due to  deflection in mode j 
generalized coordinate of i t h  mode 
real part of a coIllplex number or  function 
time, seconds 
IIELtrix of modal columns 
the transpose of U 
the magnttude of an oscillating  function, u = ii-exp(kut) 
absolute value of the complex function u 
true velocity, feet per second 
complex downwash 
streamwise coordinate, feet 
spanwise coordinate, feet 
acceleration, feet/secz, positive down 
structural damping parameter 
phase angle, degrees 
density,  eluge/foot 3 
rOO'b mean SQUare 
power spectral density of a response parameter 
gust spect- 
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zz = w/v 
01) 
spatial  frequency, radians per  foot 
frequency, radians per  second 
HIIHOD OF ANALYSIS 
No& &de Shapes and  Frequencies 
The normal mode  shapes  and  frequencies  were  obtained  from a computer 
program  based on the  methods  outlined in references 6, 7, and 8. The  dynamic 
matrix  is  freed  in  the  rigid  motions  of  pitch  and  plunge  using  the  method  of 
reference 6. The  eigenvalue  problem  is  then  solved  by  a  computer  program 
based on the  method of reference 7, page 84. The  theoretical  background  for 
this  eigenvalue  solution is given in reference 8. 
The  computer  program  normalizes  the modal columns  in  such  a way that: 
I j r m U = I  
where U is a  matrix  of modal  columns, zfr is  the  transpose of U, m is  a 
diagonal matrix  of  point  masses  in  dimensions  of  pounds/385.92, and I is  the 
identity  matrix.  The  mass diagonal is  formed  from  weights  for  the  one-half 
airplane . 
Generalized  masses  associated  with  the  structural  modes  are  defined  by: 
M = $ U I U  
Since  the  equations  of  motion,  described in the  next  section,  are  written In 
units of feet-pounds-seconds,  and  since  complete  airplane  weights  are  used, 
the  generalized  mssses  obtained f r o m  this  method are all: 
For  flight  conditions 2-l through 2-3, table 111, the mode shapes, fre- 
quencies,  and  generalized nwses of reference 2 are used. The generalized 
masses  and modal frequencies are given in  table IV. Plots of  the mode shapes 
are  depicted in figures 16 through 22. The  buttock  planes  plotted are: 0, 
180, 280, 361, 394, 480.8 and 589.2. 
The mode  shape  for  the  plunge mode is  considered to be a  positive  deflec- 
tion  of  one  foot  everywhere.  The mode shape for  the  pitch mode is  a  rotation, 
nose up, about  the actual center  of  gravity  such  that e slope of  the mta- 
tion  angle  is 1.0. It follows that  the  generalized mass in the  plunge mode 
is  the total mass of the  airplane in slugs, and  that the generalized mass in 
the  pitch  mode  is  the  pitching  moment of inertia  in  slug-ft2. 
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Equations of Motion 
The basic  coordinates  included in the  equations of motion are n o m  
plunglng  displac-nt,  designrrrted  ql,  pitching  displacement,  designated q2,
and  coordinates  for the five structural modes of lowest frequency, designated 
q3 through q7. units of feet, paunds, ~econds, r a d i a n s  apply. All deflections 
are taken positip'h dam, and rotation is positive pose qp. Unit  deflection 
in the structural mdes is taken to a &flection of OXXI foot  at the point 
where the mode shspe is + 1. me equation  defining the steady-state  response 
of the ith c o o ~ t e ,  qi, to a unit sinueoida~. gust, 1.exp( iast ) , impinging 
on the airplane Is :  
where 
q e: &) exp(l&) = generalized  coordinate 
& i d  = 51 ((u) exp(l&) = generalized  force in mode 1 due to 
un 2 t  deflection in mode 3 at  frequency (u 
F i  = Fi((u) e x p (  M) = generalized  force in mode 1 due to a unit - 
sinusoidal gust of fmuency a, 
q = ith mode structural  frequency 
y = lth mode generalized mass 
Equation (1) is  written  for  each  generalized  coordinate, q , resulting 
in the  formal  lnatrix  equation: 
rnuation (2) is formed  and solved for the valules of (u : 
The  parameter & was 100 for all the  computer runs, and L ranged from 
6.7 to 7. Solution of equation (2) results in a set of system response 
flrnctions, H(a,), for  the  basic  coordinates q i  
5 
Generalized  Forces 
The generalized forces, & i d ,  and Fi, for the wing were computed i n  the 
subsonic regime by a computer program based on the subsonic kernel function 
method of reference 9. For the supersonic speed regime, the computer program 
of reference 10 was used. The program of reference 10 employs a network of 
supersonic Mach boxes overlaid on the w i n g ,  together with velocity  potential 
influence  coefficients which define the velocity  potential at a box center 
due to   un i t  complex damwashes at other boxes which l i e  i n  the forward Mach 
cone of influence. The velocity potential distribution is thus determined as 
a function of the distribution of downwash over the wing. Pressure distribu- 
tions and generalized forces are computed from the  velocity  potential distri- 
bution. The program of reference 10 is an extension of that of reference 11 
t o  account for  more general planforms, and for  a t ra i l ing  edge control surface. 
The generalized forces were computed for  a small number of frequencies 
(10 i n  the subsonic case and 8 i n  the supersonic case). These were then curve 
f i t t ed   t o  produce values a t  the frequency points described by equation ( 3 ) .  
For the purpose of solving equation (2), the  generalized forces were put on 
digital  tape and read off as needed i n  the solution. This process was 
employed i n  order t o  avoid the excessive amount of computer time tha t  would be 
required t o  generate, from the aerodynamic programs, generalized forces for 
all values of frequency that  were required. 
The generalized  forces  for  the canard and forebody were generated inter-  
nally  in a quasi-steady manner and were then added t o  the wing contribution, 
a f te r  first multiplying the  part due t o  gust by an appropriate time-lag 
function. The canard angle of attack was considered t o  be defined by the 
angle of attack at the attach point; the canard was assumed t o  be otherwise 
rigid. 
The pitching moment resulting from airloads on the canard and forebody 
are destabilizing and that  resulting from airloads on the wing is stabilizing. 
The total  pitching moment at any frequency of oscillation  thus  results  in a 
smll difference between large numbers. It was therefore considered prudent 
to   ra t io  all pitching moments determined from the aerodynamic programs for  the 
wing by a number determined from known pitching moment characteristics of the 
wing at zero frequency. After the canard and forebody contributions were 
added, the  total  l i f t  and moment were again adjusted to   r e f l ec t  the known 
short period characteristics of the airplane. These rat ios  were applied only 
t o  the principal  part of the lift and moment due t o  plunge and pitch motions. 
The wing contribution to the generalized force due t o  gust was computed 
i n  the same manner as those due t o  motion, except for  t h i s  case a special gust 
downwash mode was entered in   the programs, defined by 
where 
w = the complex downwash due t o  gust 
cu = frequency, radians per second 
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x = a strearnwise spat ia l  dimension, positive aft from the wing apex 
V = velocity, feet per second 
This gust mode was treated as an oscillatory downwash "mode", but not a 
deflection mode; for  this problem, where there are seven modes of motion and 
one gust mode, the resulting generalized force matrix consists of seven rows 
and eight columns, the  eighth column being  the  generalized  forces  in the 
various modes of mtion due t o  a sinusoidal gust of unit velocity and fre- 
quency W. The generalized gust forces for the wing alone are presented, fo r  
the various f l i  t conditions, i n  figures 23 through 30 as G 1  thru % where 
G i  = Fi/( 2 p  x 10 % ) and F i  i s  the generalized  force i n  the i t h  mode due to 
impingement of a unit sinusoidal gust. 
System Response Functions 
System response functions  for the various parameters of interest  were 
computed using l inear combinations of the system response functions of the 
generalized coordinates. For example, at frequency a, the normal acceleration 
factor at a point (x,y) on the airframe is  given by: 
where A (x,y) is the mode displacement at the point (x,y) associated with 
the generalized coordinate qi. System response functions for fuselage 
bending moment and t i p  hinge moment were computed by the mode displacement 
method as described by reference 12, page 641. 
A l l  responses were computed as excursions from the t r i m  condition, and 
small perturbations are assumed. 
Parer  Spectral Density  Functions 
Power spectral  density  functjons were computed from the  system response 
functions and the appropriate gust spectra using: 
2 
(D0<d = I H ( d  I Q,(fJd 
where 
IH(m)I = the absolute value of the system response f'unction 
@,((u) = the output spectrum 
@,(u) = the gust spectrum 
and 
7 
!Lko types of gust spectra were used, (1) the Von Kamaa spectrum defined 
bY 
and (2) the Dryden spectrum defined by 
For Condition 1-1, the Von Kaz'men spectrum was used with L = 2500. For 
Condition 2-1, the Dryden spectrum was used with L = 500, and fo r  Conditions 
2-2 and 2-3, the Dryden spectrum was used with L = 1OOO. Plots of these gust 
spectra are depicted  in figure 3 . 
General  Discussion 
System response functions and power spectral  density  functions were 
computed for various weight cases and flight conditions. The results are 
presented in  figures 4 through 15. Response parameter designations and loca- 
tions, P l i g h t  conditions, flexibility data, and figure indices are keyed by 
tables I1 through V. For f l igh t  Conditions 1-1 agd 2-l through 2-3, only two 
parameters were considered. These were the normal acceleration factor a t  the 
pilot  station and at a nominal center of gravity station. The locations of 
these two stations were dictated by the position of accelerometers located 
there. The center of gravity station is  thus taken t o  be at fuselage station 
1485 although the actual center of gravity i s  elsewhere, and varies fo r  each 
weight case. The pilot  station is at  fuselage station 441. For f l i gh t  
Conditions 3-1 through 3-4, system response functions were computed fo r  eleven 
parameters listed i n  table 11. 
Comparison with Experimental Results 
The theoretical power spectral density functions computed for  flight 
Condition 1-1 are compared with the experimental results of reference 5 and 
the results are presented i n  figures 5(a) and 5(b). me curves cannot be 
compared quantitatively, because the RN3 of the turbulence encountered on the 
flight record analyzed i n  reference 5 i s  unknown, while the RIG of the turbu- 
lence for the present theoretical results is 1.0. The results of reference 5 
were therefore normalized to produce the same RMS response as that  fo r  the 
present results. It should also be pointed out that the "peakedness" of the 
8 
curves of reference 5 is a f’uuction of the bandwidth used i n  reducing the data. The data of reference 5 was analyzed using a bandwidth of .e cps. 
Decreasing the bandwidkh would result i n  a higher resolution  of  the peaks 
and an increase i n  magnitude at the peak points. The only real comparison 
that can be made between the experimental and theoretical  results is the . 
frequency at which the peaks occur, and the relative magnitude. The theoret- 
ical results indicate that f o r  the response at the pi lot   s ta t ion,  the power 
is concentrated i n  the short  period mode, and the first and third  s t ructural  
modes . 
Comparison with Other Theoretical Results 
The power spectral density  functions for the normal acceleration  factor 
at the p i lo t   s ta t ion   for  flight Conditions 2-1, 2-2, and 2-3 are presented i n  
figures 7(b), g(b), and l l (b ) ,  where the results are comped  to   those of 
reference 2. The comparison varies from poor i n  t he  subsonic speed range t o  
excellent at Mach number 3.0. It is believed that t h i s  phenomenon is psstly 
related  to   the  fact  that  the resul ts  of reference 2 were obtained using coef- 
f ic ients  for  all the generalized forces due t o  motion. These coefficients 
defined the L e v e l  of the real part  of the generalized force, and the slope of 
the imginary part at zero frequency. Such an approach assumes a constant 
real part  of the generalized  force, and an imaginary pa+ which is l inear  with 
frequency, and at Mach  number 3.0, the assumption is nearly valid. In fact ,  
fo r  the cases studied, and for  most modes of motion, the generalized forces 
were nearly linear for values of reduced frequency, k 5 0.5. The maximum 
values of k required  varied from 0.6 fo r  the  &ch 3 case to about 4 .3 for  the 
Mach 0.4 case. Although the  generalized forces become highly nonlinear for 
the larger values of k, the  coefficients used i n  reference 2 agree with 
similar coefficients extracted ( a t  low k) from the frequency dependent 
used herein. These data were satisfactory for the study objectives of refer- 
ence 2. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Theoretical system response functions and power spectra have been com- 
puted for   the response of certain parameters to  atmspheric  turbulence 
encounter by the XB-70 airplane. Comparisons were made with experimental 
response power spectra obtained from one flight condition, and with theoret- 
ical  results  obtained by another method. 
Unsteady lifting  surface  theory was used to   predict  the forces due t o  
motion and gust on the w i n g ,  and quasi-steady aerodynamics was used t o  predict 
the contribution from the canard and forebody. It appears that the use of 
unsteady lifting theory is xmndatory where the frequency range of interest  
extends t o  tha t  associated with the flexible modes of motion. The maximum 
reduced frequency of interest w a s  4.3 f o r  one case and, fo r  such a large 
value of k, even the most sophisticated methods fo r  computing generalized 
forces are suspect. 
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Total. wing - 
mtal area (includes 2482.34 f t2 covered by 
Azselage but  not 33.53 ft2 of the wing 
ramparrea),ft2 .................... 6297.8 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  105 
A b . ; p e C t ~ t i o . . . . . . . . . . o . . . m . . . o . . . . .  1.751 
Taperratio ........................ 0 0019 
Dihedralangle,deg .................... 0 
Root chord (wing station 0), ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  33.7 076 
~ i p  chord (wing station 630 in.) f t  ............ 2.19 
Man aerodynamic chord (wing station 2l3.85 in.), in. . . .  942.38 
Fuselage station of 25-percent w i n g  mean aeroayaamic 
chord,in. ....................... 16a.22 
sweepback angle, deg: 
T,ead,hgedge ...................... 65 057 
25-percentelement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  58 079 
T r a i l i g g e d g e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 
R o o t  (fuselage junc;ture). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 
Tip (fold line and outboard). . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -2.60 
Root to wing station 186 in.(thickness- 
w i n g  statim 460 h. to 630 in. 
Incidence angle, deg: 
Airfoil section: 
chord ratio,  2 percent) . . . . . . . . . .  0.30 t o  0.70 HFX (mD) 
(thickness-chord ratio,  2.5 percent) . . . .  0.30 to 0.70 HEX (KlD) 
Inboard wing - 
Area (includes 2482.34 ft2 c vered by 
fueelage but  not 33.53 ft B wing ramp 
area),ft* ....................... 5256 .o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 63.44 
Taperratio ........................ 0 .407 
Dihedr~alangle,deg .................... 0 
 ROO^ chord (wing station 0 ) ,  ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  33.7 076 
rip chord (w ing  station 380.62 in.) ft . . . . . . . . . . .  47 .* 
Mean aerodynamic chord (wing station 163.58 in.), in. . . .  1053 
Fuselage station of =-percent wing man aeroaynamic 
chord,in. ....................... 1538 29 
A B ~ C t ~ t i O m o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . m .  0 0766 
Sweepback angle, deg: 
Leadingedge ...................... 65 -57 
=-percent element . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  58.79 
R g i l i n g e d g e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 
Root (thickness-chord rat io ,  2 percent) . . . .  0 -30 to 0 070 HM (WD) Airfoil section: 
Tip (thickness-chord ratio, 2.4 percent) . . .  0.30 to 0 .TO HEX (MDD) 
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TABLE I . GEOMCPRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF !TEE XB-70 ASRPLBNE . Continued 
~ e a n  camber (leading  edge) . deg : 
B u t t p l a n e 0  ...................... 0015 
ButtplanelO7j .n  .................... 4040 
B u t t p l a n e l 5 3 i n  .................... 3015 
B u t t p l a n e 2 5 7 i n  .................... 2033 
B u t t p J a a e 3 6 7 i n . t o t i p  ................ 0 
Area (one side only). f t 2  ................. 520.90 
span. ft ........................ 20.78 
AS.CtratiO ........................ 0. 829 
Outboard wing . 
Taperratio ......................... 0 . 046 
Mhedralangle. deg .................... 0 
Root chord ( w i n g  station 380.62 in.) . ft . . . . . . . . . .  47.9 
Tip chord (wing station 630 in.), f% ............ 2.19 
Mean aerodynamic chord (wing station 467.37 in.) . in . . . .  384.25 
Leadingedge ...................... 65 057 
25-percent  elemeat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  58.79 
Root (thickness-chord ratio. 2.4 percent) ... 0.30 t o  0.70 HEX (MDD) 
Tip (Thickness-chord ratio. 2.5 percent) . . .  0.30 t o  0.70 HEX (MDD) 
Dam deflection f r o m  wing reference plane. deg . . . . . .  0. 25. 65 
Sweepback angle. deg : 
Trailingedge ..................... 0 
Airfoil section: 
Skewline of t i p  fold. deg: 
Leadingedgein .................... 1.5 
Leadingedgedawn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 
Rotated&.25deg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  472.04 
Rotateddown65deg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  220 001 
' 5 '  Wing-tip area i n  wing reference plane (one side only) . f t  : 
W i n R  t i p s  
vs Dawn 
Elevons (&&a for  one side) : 
7
Total  area aft of hinge line. ft2 . . . . . . . . . .  197.7 135.26 
span. ft ...................... 20.44 13 0 9 8  
Inboard  chord  (equivalent) in . . . . . . . . . . .  116 116 
Outboard chord ( e q u i d e n t j .  in . . . . . . . . . . .  116 116 
Sweepback angle of hinge line. deg ......... 0 0 
Deflection. deg: 
A s  elevator .................. -25 t o  15 
A6 aileron wlth elevators at  $5 deg or less . . . . .  -15 to 15 
A s  aileron with elevators at -25 deg ......... - 5 5  to 
Total ........................ -30 to 30 
C w d  . 
Area (includes 150.31 f't" covered by fuselage) . f t 2  . . . .  415 059 
Sp..ft ........................... 28.81 
Aspectratio ........................ 1.997 
Teperratio ........................ 0.388 
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TABLE I.- GEXM3LBIC CHARACmSnCS OF XB-70 . Continued 
Dihedral.angle,deg .................... 0 
Tip  chord (cana;rd station 172086 i n  . ). ft; . . . . . . . . .  8. 06 
Fuselage station of =-percent canard mean aerodynamic 
Sweepback &e. deg: 
Root chord (canard station 0). ft ............. 20 a79 
Mean aerodynamic chord  (canasd atation 73.7l in.),  in . . .  184 03 
chord.in ........................ 553 073 
Leadingedge ...................... 31  070 
@-percent element . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  u.64 
.llnged@;e ...................... -14.91 
Incidence angle (nose up). deg . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0t06 
Airfoil  section: 
Root (thickness-chord r a t io  2.5 percent) . . .  0.34 t o  0.66 HEX (MID) 
Tip (thickness-chord r a t io  2.52 percent) . . .  0.34 to 0.66 HM (MlD) 
Ratio of canard area t o  wing area . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 . 066 
Canard f lap  (one of two) : 
Area ( a f t  of hinge line). f t 2  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  54.69 
Ratio of f lap area t o  canard semi-area . . . . . . . . .  0.263 
verticd tail (one of two . 
Area (includes 80% ft h blanketed area) . ft2 . . . . . . .  233 0 9 6  
span. ft ......................... 15 
Aspectratio ........................ 1 
Taperrat io  ........................ 0.30 
Root chord (ved icd - t a i l   s t a t ion  0) ft a . 08 
&an aeroaynamic chord (ver t ical- ta i l   s ta t ion 73.85 in.) . 
Fuselage station of =-percent ver t ical- ta i l  mean 
Sweepbac angle. deg: 
Tip  chord (ver t ical- ta i l   s ta t ion 180 i n  . ) . f t . . . . . . .  6.92 
in ........................... 197.40 
aerodyynicchord.in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2188.50 
Leadingedge ...................... 51.77 
=-percent element . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  45 
mailingedge ..................... 10.89 
Root thickness-chord ra t io  3.75 percent) . . .  0.30 t o  0.70 HEX (WD) 
Tip (thiclmess-chord ra t io  2.5 percent) . . . .  0.30 t o  0.70 HEX (KID) 
Cutangle. deg ...................... 0 
Ratio  vertical tail t o  wing area . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 0037 
Withgearexbended . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  +12 
With gear  retracted - +3 
Airfoil section: 
Rudder travel. deg : 
- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Fuselage (includes canopy) . 
Length.ft  ......................... 185 75 
Maximum depth (fuselage station 878 i n  . ) . i n  . . . . . . . .  106. 92 
Maximum bread h fuselage station 855 in.), in . . . . . . .  h (  1.00 Sidearea. f% ...................... 939 072 
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'JIABLE I.- GEOMETRIC CHARACIWISTICS OF !EB XB-70 AIRPLANE . Concluded 
~.o.area. ft* ..................... 1184.78 
Center of gravlty: 
Forward limit. percent mean aerodynamic  chord . . . . . .  1900 
Aft limit. percent mean aerodynamic  chord . . . . . . . .  25. 0 
Duct . 
.ngth.ft ......................... 104.84 
&ximum depth (fuselage  station 1375 in.), in . . . . . . .  90 075 
Mtsimum breadth (fuselage  station a00 In.), i n  . . . . . .  360  070 
side area. f t 2  ....................... 716 . 66 
Inlet captive area (each). in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5- Planformarea. f't . . . . . .  2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2342.33 
Surface areas (net wetted). f ig:  
Fuselageandcanopy .................... 2871.24 
Wing. wing tips. and wing ramp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7658.44 .t ............................ 4956.66 
vertical tails (two) .................... 936 0 6 4  
C.d ........................... 530 -83 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  17,294.26 Tailpipes ......................... 340.45 
Engines ............................ 6YJ934E-3 
Landing gear . 
Tread. ft ......................... 23 017 
"re size: 
Wheelbase.in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  554 050 
B i n  gear (8) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  40 x 17.5-18 
Nose gear (2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  40 x 17.5-18 
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Response m e t e r  
Nom1  acceleration at center of gravity  station 
N o d  acceleration at pilot  station 
N o d  acceleration at nose instrumentation packsge 
Normal acceleration at wing apex station 
NormaJ. acceleration at af't fuselage station 
Normal acceleration at left hand wing t i p  
Normal acceleration at forward wing t i p  hinge l ine 
Normel acceleration at af't whg t i p  hinge line 
Rate of pitch at center of gravity 
Fusehge bending moment at station lob0 
W i n g  t i p  hinge moment 
Instrumentation 
number 
parameter station, 
1) Used station 438 for Condition 1-1 per reference 5 .  
2) Used station 432 for Conditions 2-1, 2-2, and: 2-3 per reference 2. 
(3) B u t t  plane 0 used in analyses. 
Condition 
number 
1-1 
2-1 
2-2 
2-3 
3-1 
3-2 
3-3 
3 4  
number, Mach I scale of turbulence 
L, 
it 
Condition 
number 
1-1 
2-1 (1) 
2-2 (1) 
2-3 (3) 
3-1 
3-2 
3-3 
3-4 
w, 
lb 
24 .O 
788.84 
788.84 
2699 -45 
24 .O 
24 .O 
24 .O 
24 .O 
Genemli 
mde 
2 
24 .O 
9-34 
90.34 
119 s52 
24 .O 
24 .O 
24 .O 
24 .O 
3111 
24 -0 24 .O 
3861.39 ~2.69 
3861  -39 212 -69 
1754  -17 131.65 
24 .O 24 e 0  
24 .O 24 .O 
24 -0 24 .O 
24 .O 24 .O 
2 1 3  1 4  
~~ 
3 -4 
3 .Ol 
3 -01 
3.34 
3 -07 
3 e39 
3 -40 
3 -42 
~~ 
3 -71 
3 -82 
3 -82 
4 -3-3 
3 -56 
3 -55 
~ 
3.66 
3 -79 
5.48 
5 -10 
5 -10 
5 -70 
5 -03 
5 -36 
5 -41 
5 -61 
Id 
Mode 
5 
6 .O2 
6.49 
6-49 
6-38 
6-07 
5-85 
5-88 
5-92 
(1) Data for these  conditions from reference 2. 
!FABLE V.- FIGURE I" 
1 1-1 
system 
response 
functions 
&(a) and 4(b) 
6(a) and 6(b) 
l 5 ( 4  - 1 5 0 4  
Power 
spectral 
densities 
Mode 
Shape6 
16 
17 
17 
18 
19 
20 
El 
22 
Generalized 
gust forces 
N 
0 
To convert Aton? 
XB-70 AIRPLANE 
I 
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I _I 
Figure 1.- Three-dew of the XB-70-1 -lane. 
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(a) Acceleration at the center of gravity station 
compared with reference 5. 
Figure 5.- Puwr epeutra for Condition 1-1. 
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Acceleration at the pi lot  8la3tion 
mapred with reference 5 .  
rigurs 5.- colrcludsd. 
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(a) ~ae.krrt10n at tb. emtar of gravity station. 
Figure 7.- Power mtra ror Conditlen 2-1. 
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(b) Acceleration at the pilot atutlon 
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(b) Acceleration at tho pilot rtation 
compslud.with referonce 2. 
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(b) Aeoolaratlcm at tha pllot  m k t i n n .  
?lgura 10.- Conaludhd. 
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?%gum ll.- Power spectra ror Conditton 2-3. 
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(f) Accelerstion at the wing t i p  station. 
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(g) Accelerstion at the forward wing t i p  hlnge line station. 
Figure l 2 * -  Continued. 
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(3  ) Fuselage bending moment at station 1040, 10 in-lb 
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(k) Wing tip hinge moment, 10 6 in-lb. 
Figure 12.- Concluded. 
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(a) Aaaeleration  at the aontor of gravity atation . 
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f, Cps 
(b) Acceleration at the p i l o t  etation. 
Figure 13.- Continued. 
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(c) Acceleration at the nose instruumntation package atation. 
Figure 13.- Continued. 
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Figure 13.- Continued. 
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Figure 13 .- Continued. 
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(h) Aceeleration at the aft ving tip hhge line station. 
Figure 13.- Continued. 
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?lgun 13.- Continued. 
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(j) lhmlage bendkg avrrvnt at statlcm 1040, u) 6 in-lb. 
?igure 13.- Contimad. 
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(a) Acaeleration at the aenter of grarlty atation. 
Figure 14 .- System response f m ~ t i O n 8  for Condition 3-3. 
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Figure 14.- Coatlmaed. 
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(a) Aceeleration at tho wing apex Station. 
Figure 14.- Continuad. 
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Figure 14.- Continued. 
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(b) Accelerstlan at the pilot 6tatlon. 
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Figure 15.- Continuad. 
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Figure 15.- Continued. 
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(k) w i n g  t ip hinge manant, 10 6 in-lb. 
Figure 15.- Concluded. 
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Figure 16.- ConcluasB. 
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Flgure 18.- Flexible  modh 8ha-8 for Coaditlon 2-3. 
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Figure 190- Flexible lpoUe shapes for Condition 3-1. 
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Figuro 20.- Concluded. 
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Figure El.- Flexible mode shapes for Condition 3-3. 
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Figure 21.- Conaludbd. 
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Figure 23.- Generalized forces due t o  gust, Ccnditlon 1-1. 
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Figure 24.- Generalized forces due to gust, Condition 2-1. 
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F i g w e  25.- Generalized forces due to gust, Condition 2-2. 
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Figure 25.- Concluded. 
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Figure 27.- Concludcd. 
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